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double the bandwidth required.

The hardware reliability of the Pluribus lives up to its billing. However,
the system suffered over 8% downtime, primarily due to software problems. The
CCP is in an R&D environment at SDAC which required revisions of the CCP inputs
and functions over the 26 months of operation studied.

Other functions in addition to its CCP functions, such as data recording
and signal processing, are not recommended for the Pluribus. Although the
Pluribus has the wide bandwidth and the high reliability required for these
functions, it was designed primarily for communications and so lacks a file
management system necessary to support disks and tapes for data recordings.
It also lacks a higher level language. As such the Pluribus is a difficult
computer to program. Consequently, generating multiple versions of signal
detection algorithms (to enable testing one against another) would be expensive
and apt to have an adverse impact on the system reliability.
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ABSTRACT

This report evaluates the role of the Pluribus, a multiprocessor/

multibus system, in its role as the communications control processor (CCP)

at the Seismic Data Analysis Center (SDAC) over the 26 months from its

installation in April 1977 through May 1979.

In capacity the six processor Pluribus at the SDAC provides a

bandwidth somewhat greater than 750,000 instructions per second, equivalent

to three processors working full time. For the 16.8 KB/sec input and

28.2 KB/sec output data streams at SDAC operating in May 1979 this capacity

is in excess of double the bandwidth required.

The hardware reliability of the Pluribus lives up to its billing.

However, the system suffered over 8% downtime, primarily due to software

problems. The CCP is in an R&D environment at SDAC which required revisions

of the CCP inputs and functions over the 26 months of operation studied.

Other functions in addition to its CCP functions, such as data record-

ing and signal processing, are not recommended for the Pluribus. Although

the Pluribus has the wide bandwidth and the high reliability required for

these functions, it was designed primarily for communications and so lacks

a file management system necessary to support disks and tapes for data

recording. It also lacks a higher level language. As such the Pluribus is

a difficult computer to program. Consequently, generating multiple versions

of signal detection algorithms (to enable testing one against another) would

be expensive ind apt to have an adverse impact on the system reliability.
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List of Acronyms & Abbreviations

ALK Alaskan seismic sites

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency, now DARPA

BBN Bolt, Beranek, & Newman, Inc.

BLSI Buffered Serial Line Interface

CANSAM The Canadian Seismic Network

CCA Computer Corporation of America, contractor for the ARPANET
mass store.

CCP Communication Control Processor

DPS Detection Processing System at SDAC, also referred to as
DP.

HF High frequency seismic data around 60 Hz resonance

HLC Compatible Local Host Interface

Hz Frequency units in Hertz or cycles per second

IBM International Business Machines, Inc.

IMP Interface Message Processor

INMOD Input module, application software in CCP

LASA Large Aperture Seismic Array in Montana

LP Long period, refers to data instruments peaked near 20
seconds period (.05 Hz).

MP Middle period seismic data around 4 Hz resonance

NEIS National Earthquake Information Service

NEP Network Event Processor at SDAC

NORSAR Norwegian Seismic Array near Oslo, Norway

NSS National Seismic Stations, an experimental unattended seismic
site.

OUTMOD Output module, applications software in CCP

PWY Pinedale, Wyoming seismic observatory

SAQ Signal Arrival Queue of the Detection Processing System at
SDAC.

SDAC Seismic Data Analysis Center operated by Teledyne Geotech

in Alexandria, Virginia.

SIP Seismic Interface Processor, at the ARPANET mass store in
Cambridge, Massachusettes.

SP Short period, refers to data instruments peaked near 1 Hz

VELANET The VELA Uniform Seismic Network

YKA Yellowknife Array in Northwest Territory, Canada
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1.1 Problem Definition

The objective o6 this study is to evaluate the Plibus in its tote as
a CCP at the SDAC and to explore its possible futwte totes in an expanded
seismic neftwork.

The Pluribus is a multiprocessor used as the Communication Control

Processor (CCP) in the on-line (VELA) seismic network at the Seismic Data

Analysis Center (SDAC) in Alexandria, Virginia. The Pluribus was designed

as a modular machine intended for use in packet-switch networks such as the

ARPANET. In its simplest version, the Pluribus would be smaller and cheaper

than previously used Honeywell 316 and 516 Interface Message Processor

(IMP's), while being expandable to provide ten times the bandwidth and five

times as many input-output (I/O) devices as the 516 IMP.

At the SDAC the Pluribus, as the CCP, receives incoming seismic data

from the phone line modems and the ARPANET, performs various data quality

checks and some reformatting, drives a quality control display, combines the

several phone line inputs into one data block, and sends this data block to

the recording computer, an IBM 360/40. In addition, it transmits some of the

incoming data over the ARPANET to the ARPANET mass store at the Computer

Corporation of America (CCA) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as well as trans-

mitting data to Patrick AFB. This report is an evaluation of how well the

CCP has performed this role at the SDAC.

Another phase of this evaluation concerns the future role of the

Pluribus. Presently, plans are being considered to expand the seismic network

in terms of the number of on-line and off-line seismic stations, volume of

input data, and reporting schedules for the earthquake bulletin. One possi-

bility is for the Pluribus to continue its present function as a data switch

in the expanded network. Another possibility is for some or all of the

communication protocol functions to be taken over by microprocessors connected

to each modem. Still another possibility is for the Pluribus to take on

signal processing and signal detection functions and possibly data recording

functions in addition.

This report presents a description of the CCP in Chapter 2, including

the architecture of the Seismic Data Analysis System, followed by a description

of the Pluribus hardware, its system software, and its application software as

a data switch in the seismic network. Chapter 3 estimates the number of
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seismic inputs and outputs the current CCP can handle (i.e. its bandwidth)

and how many inputs it could handle when fully expanded to 16 processors.

In addition, Chapter 3 describes the results of some tests to verify those

estimates of CCP bandwidth. Chapter 4 describes the operational and

maintenance history of the CCP over the first 26 months of service at SDAC.

Chapter 5 compares the Pluribus with other computers of similar and of

different architectures for doing the communication functions. Chapter 6

discusses various functions in addition to the communications tasks which

the Pluribus CCP could take on and whether such an expanded role for the

CCP is recommended.

CCA

SINGLE DIRECTION
DATA PATH

SI , DUAL DIRECTION
DATA PATH

--JRETRIEVER I

NORSAR I CATIONS ET K

NSS -- ' I PROCESSOR / L 
P R O C ES S O R I P EENT \

PAFB

Figure 1.1 Schematic Map of the VELANET
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4 2 CCP DESCRIPTION
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2.1 SDAC Architecture

The primly tote o6 the CCP is to act os a data switch between the

on-tine seimic network inputs and the tecording and analysis computeru
a-t SVAC.

The SDAC receives data from several seismic observatories and transmits

raw and processed seismic data as well as seismic event bulletins to the

mass store on the ARPANET. Figure 2.1 shows the CCP as the hub of the

SDAC on-line system. Acting as a data switch, the CCP receives input

seismic data from Pinedale, Wyoming (PWY, 4.8 kilobaud) which includes a

channel from Albuquerque, New Mexico; from several sites in Alaska (ALK, 4.8

kilobaud); and from the seismic array in Norway (NAO, 2.4 kilobaud) which

arrives via the ARPANET. In addition, a set of seismic channels arrives

over an experimental satellite communications link from Tennessee (NSS, 4.8

kilobaud).

The GCP also receives processed lists of detected signals from other

seismic observatories. The signal arrival queue (SAQ/EPX) arrives from NORSAR

via the ARPANET, intermixed with the real-time data stream, and contains both

alphanumeric and signal waveform data. Signal detection lists from the

Yellow Knife Array in northwest territories, Canada, from CANSAM (the Canadian

Seismic Network), from a United Kingdom set of observatories, and from some

of the National Earthquake Information Services (NEIS) stations are keypunched

and sent via the IBM 360/44 and the CCP to PAFB. These lists are alphanumeric

only and arrive at SDAC in a variety of ways: telephone connections to SDAC

terminals, hard copy printouts, and on cards.

Data transmitted to sites include: all real-time short period (SP) and

long period (LP) data to IBM 360/44 (DP computer) for recording and detection

processing (DP), selected real-time LP channels (Alaskan and NORSAR) to the

Seismic Interface Processor (SIP) at the CCA mass store via the ARPANET,

and selected real-time SP and LP data and processed data to PAFB.

The key functions of the CCP are:

-- to receive input data from multiple sites in multiple formats

using the appropriate protocols for the various sites,

-- to reformat inputs to a common format, and

-- to forward different subsets of the data to several destinations.
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Reformatting operations include: converting 12-bit incoming data to

16-bit data for DP use, providing DP and the SIP with a well-defined record

format according to the VELANET protocol definition, and converting 16-bit

incoming data to 12-bit data for PAFB.

The quality control functions of the CCP involve several tasks. It

makes polycode or check-sum verifications and a time-of-day (T.O.D) check on

the incoming data streams. It accumulates internal counts (traps) on both

the T.O.D. and polycode failures for future statistical analysis. It also

keeps message flow counts for all real-time input data streams and keeps count

of the number of times system queues are flushed in restart operations. It

keeps a world map of the status of individual input channels from each site.
A visual control of the quality of the incoming data is available. Up to

eight selectable channels of the incoming data may be displayed on a CRT.

It monitors the status of the input stations and output sites such as the

SIP at the mass store on the ARPANET. Finally it alerts the operator by

typing messages on the console, lighting indicator lights, and ringing alarms

when polycode, T.O.D., or any of the above conditions indicate trouble, such

as a loss of data or a communication path.

Key functions of the on-line system at the SDAC, which the CCP does not

perform, include: signal detection or other signal processing, data recording

on disk or tape, data retrieval from disk or tapes, or transmission of its

own internal state-of-health statistics to other computers. In addition the

;CCP provides no user support--such as compilers, assemblers, or batch process-

ing for off-line computations.
Modems

4.8 KB
----- 41P 4.8 KB to Patrick AFB

ccP
Functions

4. 16.8 KB to DPS on IBM
formatting, 360/40A

routing,

Quality Control ARPANET 2.4 KB
(Error checking) processed data to NORSAR

2.4 KB raw and processed data tu
mass store SIP at CCA in Boston

Graphic Display 1.8 KB

TI Silent 700 terminal's 0 KB

INPUTS OUTPUT

16.8 KB 25.8 KB

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of current CCP inputs and outputs at SDAC.
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2.2 CCP Hardware

The CCP hat mutipte proces6ou, multiple buhes, muttipte memorie ,
and mu ptpe I/O po't6 with the ability to connect each subsystem to evey
othe' subsqytem.

The Pluribus is a symmetric, tightly coupled multiprocessor, with the

modules physically isolated to protect against common failures and with a

form of distributed switch employed for inter-module communications. The

description of the Pluribus in this and the following sections is abstracted

from the paper by Katsuki, et al, (1978). Readers are referred to that paper

for more details.

Processor Symmetry

In the Pluribus all processors are identical. In such systems the

advantages of redundancy and flexibility are much easier to achieve because

they include only one type of processing unit. Even without explicit redun-

dancy, a symmetric system can provide graceful degradation of throughput

when a processing element fails. Pluribus systems, which are sized for fully

redundant operation, include only one extra processing module; thus, the

degradation that results from failure of any processing module consists only

of a loss of excess throughput capacity.

Processor Coupling

In the Pluribus the phrase "tightly coupled" means that all processors

can access all system resources and perform all parts of the operational

program. They operate independently, except for necessary software interlocks

on specific I/0 devices and data structures.

Flexibility

To permit recovery after failures the Pluribus was designed with at least

two of every resource. However, because not all applications required or

could afford a fully redundant system, the architecture had to be flexible in

at least two ways: 1) in size, the goal was to smooth large incremental

steps in the cost-performance curve by utilizing a highly modular design;

and 2) in flexibility, the goal was fault-tolerance and fault-recovery, which

should be independent of application throughput requirements. Also implied

in each of these goals was the requirement for easy expansion.

-12-
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Multiprocessors based on the unified bus are both easily expandable

and conceptually simple structures, but they are vulnerable to single failures

anywhere along the bus. In addition, the maximum throughput of such multi-

processors is limited by the design bandwidth of the bus and by contention

for common resources. To avoid these problems the Pluribus uses a unified

bus to create the functional modules that make up the system, but not to

form the main connection structure. The Pluribus has three basic functional

modules that share a common address space yet have separate intermodule

communications paths: processor buses, memory buses, and I/O buses.

4."

Figure 2.2a A simplified view of the functional modules in a typical

Pluribus system showing their interconnectivity. No physical relation-

ships are implied (from Katsuki, et al, 1978).

Modularity

Flexibility and symmetry are achieved by segmenting the operational tasks

into strips of code--task distribution routines, task-oriented application

routines, and timers--run by any available processor. The code is both

re-entrant and accessible to all processors at all times. Primarily, the

common memory modules provide space for data buffers, program work areas,

and interprocessor communications areas. Code storage is divided into two

parts: 1) lightly used code is stored in common memory and is shared be-

tween processors; and 2) heavily used code is replicated in local memory for

each processor. This strategy minimizes contention for access to common
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memory while holding down costs, because, in most applications, only a small

part of the code is heavily used. The I/O modules were intended to support

both polled low-speed I/O devices and high-speed interfaces capable of direct

memory transfers. Couplers provide direct paths both from processor buses

to I/O buses for control and polling, and from I/O buses to memory buses for

direct memory transfers.

All normal processor-to-processor communication occurs through locations

in common memory. However, to initialize the system, it must be possible

for one processor to access the local memory and contrl registers of a

processor on a different bus. To allow this, the bus couplers provide a

limited reverse path through any comon I/O bus.

Physical System Structure

The Lockheed SUE is the minicomputer in the Pluribus. It is a 16-bit

machine, similar to the DEC PDP-l1; however, in contrast to the PDP-ll,

the bus arbitration logic is physically separated from the processor. This

feature permits a bus to have one or several processors, or none at all.

The Pluribus uses the bus, arbitration logic, processors, memories, and

several minor I/O units of the SUE.

Bus Structure

The basic Pluribus building block is the bus module. This module con-

tains a modified SUE bus and card cage for up to twenty-four cards, together

with completely self-contained cooling fans and power supply. Two bus

modules can be connected to form an extended bus.

A processor bus may contain one to four processors and their associated

local memories, a bus arbiter, and one bus coupler per logical path. The

CCP has 8K words of local memory for each processor. Bolt, Beranek and Newman

have determined that the optimum is two processors per bus, which is the

arrangement in the CCP. The common memory bus contains an arbiter, bus

coupler cards for all the connected paths, and enough memory modules to

support the application. The CCP has 128K words of common memory.

In addition to the bus arbiter and bus coupler cards, an I/O bus also

contains cards for each of the various types of I/O interfaces that are re-

quired, including interfaces for modems, terminals, and host computers, as

well as interfaces for standard peripherals. The I/O bus also housea a

-14-
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number of special units, including: 1) a real-time clock (RTC) used by the

system for timing processes and communications links; 2) a special hardware

task disbursing unit known as the pseudo-interrupt device (PID) (discussed

further below); and 3) a reload card that monitors up to eight communication

lines, watching for and processing specially formatted reload messages from

the outside world. The CCP does not contain the reload cards.

* 'Inter-Bus Connection System

Because all processors in our system must be able to perform any task,

buses are connected so that all processors can access all shared memory and

control the operation and sense the status of any I/O unit. To connect

processors and common memory, one card of a bus coupler is installed on a

common memory bus, the other on a processor bus. Similar connections are

made from every processor bus to every common I/O bus.

A block diagram of the CCP is shown on Figure 2.2b and in more detail

on Figure 2.2c. The complement of equipment in the CCP includes the following:
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Pseudo-Interrupt Device

Real-time systems employ priority interrupt mechanisms to direct the

attention of the processor to the most urgent tasks. Reliability and load
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sharing requirements necessitate that any processor be able to service

any I/0 device; it also raises questions such as which processor to inter-

rupt for servicing. In the Pluribus, each "interrupt event" (e.g. MDA

completion, RTC tick, or software events)--instead of actually interrupting

a processor--writes a value associated with its priority to a hardware

queuing device called the PID. The software is designed to allow each

processor to put aside periodically the content of its present computation

and check the PID. When read, the PID will produce the highest value that

has been stored in it and, simultaneously, will delete that value from its

internal queue. The processor can then use that value as an index to a table

of tasks to be performed. The software uses the PID in a similar manner:

each time a "strip" of code is completed, it writes the number of the next

strip in that task to the PID. When that becomes the highest number in the

PID, the next available processor will execute the associated strip.

CURENT CCP ARCNITECTURE

F Ito 1, p Woss Q1

FUTURE CCP ARCHITECTURE

FI3233 I3 ,13. o iI

Figure 2.2b Simplified Block Diagram of the CCP Showing the Present and
Planned Connections between- Processor, Memory and I/0 Buses.

In the CCP the 'E' memory and 'E' I/0 buses are connected electrically

through a bus extender system. The two 'F' buses are similarly connected.

As a result when an I/0 bus is in use, its memory bus cannot be accessed and

vice versa. The memory and I/0 buses could be independent of each other, and

in a completely redundant Pluribus they would be. To change the CCP to this

form would require elimination of the bus extender cards and the addition of

9 bus couplers for a total of 16. All memory units would have to be connec-

ted to the memory buses rather than I/0 buses. Also, all DMA units would have

to be connected to the I/0 buses rather than the memory buses.

-16-
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2.3 The Pluribus Operating System

Untike mo.6t conventionat systems, principal responsibiity 6ot
mntaiZnng reiability in the PtuAibuz lies with the 6ystem 6o6twae
rathe4 than in the hardwaAe structure.

The Pluribus hardware was designed to provide an appropriate vehicle

for software reliability mechanisms. In addition to normal error checking

and reporting in the hardware itself, programmed tests using known data

patterns are run at intervals. When hardware errors are detected, system

software exploits the redundancy of the hardware by forming a new logical

system configuration that excludes the failing resource, using redundant

counterparts in its place.

Pluribus systems also check the validity of their software structures.

Redundant information is intentionally introduced into the data structures

at various points and checked by processes operating upon those structures.

General Responsibility of the Operating System

The software reliability mechanisms for a Pluribus system are coordinated

by a small operating system (STAGE) that manages the system configuration

and the recovery functions. The operating system is intended to maintain a

reliable, current map of the available hardware and software resources.

The operating system must monitor its own behavior, as well as the

behavior of the application system. The system cannot assume that any

element of hardware or software is working properly--each must be tested

before it is used and retested periodically to ensure that it continues to

function correctly.

Hierarchical Structure of the STAGE System

The Pluribus operating system is organized as a sequence of stages that

are polled by a central dispatcher. A processor starts with only the first

stage enabled. As each stage succeeds in establishing a proper map of its

segment of the system state, it enables the next stage to run. Each stage

uses information guaranteed by earlier stages and thus runs only if the

2revious stage has successfully completed its checks. Once enabled, a stage

dill be polled periodically to verify that the conditions for successful

completion of that stage continue to apply. The system applies most of its

processing power to the last stage that is enabled, but returns periodically
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to poll each earlier stage. The application system is the final stage in

the sequence and runs only after the earlier stages have verified all the

configuration information of the application and the validity of the data

structures.

Table 2.3 lists each stage of the Pluribus operating system, together

with the aspects of the environment it guarantees. Because processors

continue to perform each of the stages periodically, changes in the environ-

ment will eventually be noted. Any stage detecting a discrepancy in the

configuration map will disable all later stages until the discrepancy is re-

paired. Then, all the later stages, which might depend on data verified

by the disabling stage, will be forced to run all their checks, guaranteeing

that they will make any further modifications to the configuration map

necessitated by the first change. A serious failure, such as a nonexistent-

memory interrupt, disables all but the first stage. In these cases, some

reconfiguration might be needed, and all stages should perform all theirI checks before the application system is resumed.

TABLE 2.1

Stage Function

0 Checksum local memory code (for stages (1, L, .
Initialize local interrupt vectors ind enable
interrupts. Discover Processor bus INu. Find
some real-time clock for system timing.

I ~Discover all usable conmon memo ry pages.
Establish page for commsunication between
processors.

2 Find sod chechsum commn memory code (for
stages 3, 4, 5). Checksum whole page
('reliability page").

3 Discover all commson buses, Pl~s, and real-
time clocks.

4 Discover all processor bus couplers and
processors.

5 Verify checksum (from stage 2) of reliability
page code (for rest of stages pitLs perhaps
some application routines). Externai re-
loading of missing code ptages is possible
once this stage is running.

6 Checksum all of local code.

7 Checksum coimmon memory code. Maintain page
allocation map.

8 Discover cossno n 1/0 interfaces.

9 Poll application-dependent reliability and
initialization routines. Periodically
trigger restarts of halted processors.

10 Application system.

Piuribus operating system stages, irom Katsuci et al. 09'1S).
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Establishing Communication

Since all processors in the Pluribus must perform the same checks, they

must agree about the state of the system resources. Coordinating multiple

processors with potentially different views of the hardware configuration

requires two mechanisms: 1) the processors must agree on an area of common

memory in which to record the machine configuration map, and 2) they must

cooperate in their decisions to modify the map.

The first step in coordinating the multiple processors of a Pluribus is

to agree on a page of memory for communications. Prior to establishing the

page, the processors have no way to communicate about where it will be loca-

ted. The procedure must operate correctly in the face of failures that

might leave some of the processors seeing a different set of common-memory

pages from the rest. Processors that are unable to see the communication

area will attempt to use another memory page and must be prevented from

interfering with unaffected processors.

Any processor that is first starting up (or restarting after some

massive failure) can assume nothing about the location of the communication

page. Any page can be used; therefore, a small area for communication

control variables is reserved on each page of common memory. In addition,

each processor must maintain its own view of the system in its own local

memory. Once all (or most) processors have agreed upon a communications

page, they will attempt to establish a global view of the hardware environ-

ment. Every processor attempts to establish the lowest number (lowest

address in memory space) page that it sees as the page through for communi-

cation. To be valid, any page must have a pointer to the current communi-

cation page, and the communication page's pointer must point to itself.

If the memory bus containing the communication page is lost, all

processors will attempt to establish a new communication page on the other

bus. Using their timers on the new lowest page, which initially points to

the old one after the failure, they await the threshold. No one is holding

the timers to zero, so the new page becomes the communication page when some

processor's timer first runs out.
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The Consensus Mechanism

When configuration data must be updated, the Pluribus processors

accomplish this goal by a consensus. Each stage has a consensus maintained

as part of its environment. The first step in forming a consensus is to

determine the set of processors that is executing the corresponding stage.

This set has certified the primitives necessary to successfully maintain

this stage's portion of the configuration map. For the system to respond

to failures, the consensus must be kept current--new processors must be able

to join it rapidly, and processors that may have halted or ceased to run the

stage must be erased from the set.

Because each processor in the Pluribus performs each stage of the check-

ing code, the consensus mechanism provides the coordination needed to change

the configuration map gracefully. When a stage detects a failure, the

processor sets the appropriate fix-it bit and disables the following stages.

When enough processors detect the failure, they implement the fix to the

configuration map. Now these processors can complete the later stages,

devoting their attention to any further changes required by the failure. A

processor seeing a different picture of the resources and unable to reach

agreement with the rest of the system hangs indefinitely at the point of

detecting the discrepancy. The technique effectively prevents the processor

from damaging the system.

Application-Dependent Checking

Ideally, the application system will perform its own checks before

initiating or resuming normal operation. The last stage provides a

mechanism that polls application-oriented processes to perform consensus-

driven checks and repairs of their own data structures. This stage uses the

results of the hardware (application-independent) discovery stages to

certify its own data structures. For example, it could allocate or de-

allocate device parameter blocks as the I/0 devices are discovered or

disappear and initialize spare memory pages for use as data buffers as they

become available. User-written reliability checks can be performed on the

application data structures, and the appropriate reinitialization invoked

to remedy failures.
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2.4 Application Software

The apptication softtwae in the CCP handles its muttipte input's and
pAocnsLng responsibitities by a proces-queue structure in which each
queue povidez tempotwy stoage for the 6ubsequent proems.

The continual data input streams are divided into one-second blocks.

Since it is a real-time system, the CCP must handle all quality control,

reformatting, and transmission functions on this total (one-second) block

of data within one second, including sufficient time for all overhead func-

tions, in order to be ready for the next one-second block of data. All of

the CCP functions are divided into a sequential string of small processes

separated by queues. The queues reside in memory and act as temporary data

storage for the next process. The queues are written with one-second blocks,

with an average queue three seconds long.

The input from each seismic observatory passes through four processes

in the CCP as shown in figure 2.4. The first process is the input line

interface. The functions performed by this module are line protocols, line

synchronization, and byte reversals. A typical input site arrives over a

4.8 kilobaud line. The output of this process enters the raw data queue.

The raw data queue is drained by the Input Module for that particular

observatory. This module performs checksums, time of day (T.O.D) verification,

and status updates. This module also performs 12-to-16 bit conversions as

necessary, since all seismic data in the SDAC system is in 16-bit words,

whereas some data is generated at the observatories in 12-bit words. The

output from this input module fills the processed queue for this site.

The Process Data Queue has data for all input sites awaiting processing

by output modules. The average queue length is two to three seconds of data

per site. The input data message will remain in the Process Data Queue until

all output modules requiring this message copy the data out. At that time,

the memory holding this message is returned to the free packet list.

An Output Module, using a parameterized selection list, collects data

from the Processed Data Queue to be delivered to a particular output site.

In the current SDAC application there are several output modules, using

different output protocols to deliver data to the DPS, to the SIP over

ARPANET, to the local graphics display, and to PAFB. There are two high
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level protocols. The VELANET protocol (Briscoe, 1977) is used for data to

the SIP and the DPS which allows selection of data type (SP, LP, MP, and HF)

and station. A de facto protocol (Texas Instruments, 1975) is used for the

PAFB link which allows selection of individual channels from any station.

The output modules, using their specific protocols, will build output

messages from selected input data streams and place them on the appropriate

output queue.

An output todule will attempt to gather data in time sequence for its

particular output site. If the data from one seismic input station for a

given second has not yet arrived at the Processed Data Queue, the module will

wait a predetermined amount of time for that data before proceeding. If at

the end of the predetermined wait that data still has not arrived, the out-

put module will finish gathering the other input data for that second and

then proceed with gathering data for the next second.

The output queues are drained by the line driver for that specific output

interface. The line drivers take care of the lowest level protocols such as

a bisync-type protocol to PAFB or the ARPANET host/IMP protocol to the SIP.

PROCESSED
INPUT LINE RAW DATA INPUT SITE OUTPUT SITE OUTPUT OUTPUT LINE
DRIVERS OUEUES MODULES MODULES DATA OUEUES DRIVERS

4SKB

ALK IMPL

AIX( LP. SP
PWY 1P, SP

PWY PRCSE1NAil IP SP 16 8
4.8 KO DATA III LP, SP K8

.......... M P , H F

FigrpAtu

KB

/ (USER

MAN DISPLAYSELECTED) 1

2 4 NB MX K 6

CHANNELS

Figure 2.4 Architecture of the Applications Software in the CCP.
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3 CCP CAPACITY
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3.1 Calculated CCP Bandwidth

The bandwidth required 6o4 the CCP function, when metuwred a, a per-
centage o6 the capacity o6 a 6ingte proce&o, inctude, approximately 60%
jor overhead tak6z, 9.6% jot each 4.8 kilobaud input and 6.1% 6m each 4.8
kilobaud output data stAeam.

By bandwidth on a computer, we mean the number of instruction cycles per

second available for data processing tasks. In the Lockheed SUE computers

the average instruction takes 4 microseconds so that there are 250,000 in-

struction cycles available per processor in the CCP. As in all Pluribus

installations, the bandwidth of the CCP processor, memory, and I/0 ports in

the CCP must be far higher than that required by the input and output data

streams so that the CCP continues to function normally when several components

are not working.

In this section we will give estimates of the bandwidth required by the

tasks to be done in the applications and background software. In the follow-

ing section we will describe the results of some tests to measure the actual

system bandwidth by disabling processors and increasing the number of input

or output data streams to be processed. When the remaining processors be-

come overloaded, the STAGE system will shut off data flow and restart opera-

tions, thereby providing a quantitative measure of its actual bandwidth.

We calculated the bandwidth requirements on the CCP by estimating the

number of instruction cycles required for each background and application

task and multiplying by the repetition rate expected for each one.

Table 3.1a lists the background tasks required in the CCP with the re-

petition rate and the execution time of each. The processes are typical

background software tasks in a Pluribus. STAGE is the operating system ex-

plained in section 2.3. The task, JIFFY, is an interrupt handler with a 60-

Hertz repetition rate. DISPLAY is a handler which answers the interrupt from

the Tektronix display unit delivered when it has finished processing its

previous character. Its maximum repetition rate is 1200-Hertz. Both JIFFY

and DISPLAY are normal interrupt routines in that they are answered directly

by the processors.

The interrupt behavior of all the remaining background tasks differ from

normal interrupts in that they write a value associated with the task

priority to the Pseudo-Interrupt Device (PID). Each processor will set aside
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its present computation periodically and check the contents of the PID for the

next highest priority task. RTC-F is the Real Time Clock-Fast and RTC-S is

the Real Time Clock-Slow. These two software modules are used to cycle other

software functions at repetition rates which are various multiples of their

own (clock) repetition rates. CONFIG is a module which periodically checks

the operability of all I/O devi,-es and looks for alternate devices if some

are found not working. RESTART is the lowest priority task and functions

as the logical extension of the PID. Typically it is used to delay reactiva-

ting low priority tasks. EMTY provides an indication that a PID is empty and

redirects the system's attention to the next PID.

IDLE is used simply as a quality control measure indicating how much

the CCP is idle. We make use of it in testing the level of saturation of

CCP activity when some of the processors are purposely taken off-line.

All processors must perform JIFFY and STAGE. Hence, for all other

functions, the 250,000 cycles per second of each processor is reduced to
247,612 cycles per second (or 99%). Exclusive of JIFFY and STAGE, the

total demand in background tasks, for which all processors will share

computational responsibility is 72,425 instruction cycles per second, or

28.97% of the capacity of one processor. Including JIFFY and STAGE, one

processor would require 30% of its capacity to handle all overhead tasks by

itself.

The last background task is an application idling function. If there

is no seismic data flowing through the CCP, then the processors will wake

up the processes, check whether data is present, do some minor bookkeeping

duties, and put the processes back to sleep. With no data present, the

bandwidth required for this application idling will be 97,200 instruction

cycles per second. With seismic data flowing through the CCP, there will

be less idling activity since the processor will be busy with data processing.

With a data flow equivalent to the current SDAC system, we estimate that the

application idling activity will be only 75 percent of its maximum or approxi-

mately 73,000 instruction cycles per second (29% of one processor's capacity).

The application software requires a bandwidth proportional to the data

flowing through the CCP. As described in section 2.4, the input data from a

typical seismic site will pass through four processes in the CCP: an Input

Line Driver, an Input Site Module, an Output Site Module, and an Output Line
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Driver. The input modules handle data from only one site. The output modules

can handle some or all of the data from every site. Figure 2.4 shows the

data flow.

For a 4.8 kilobaud seismic input, similar to that from the Alaskan

sites, the Input Line Drivers (BSLIs) will require 8550 and the Innut

Site Modules 15500 instruction cycles per second. These estimates are

obtained by calculating the time required--by counting the number of

instructions--for each software routine and multiplying by the repetition

rate for the routine to complete processing on a one-second block of seismic

data. The overhead prior to setting up the application software loops is

trivial so that these estimates will vary linearly with the bandwidth of the

input data channel.

Demand estimates for the output Modules and Output Line Drivers are

obtained in a similar way. For a data stream of 4.8 kilobaud the Output

Module will require 15000 and the Output Line Driver 250 instruction cycles

per second. Table 3.1a summarizes these results.

TABL 3. 1.
Sy.tes 'Background' Ta.ks

Actual Task Run Ties and Cycle Usage

leptcllon Inst ruction

Task Man. Label Rat. I.ec Ties cycle, Cycles/Second

STAGE T
S  9/sec 528 mec 132 1,188

JIMlY Tj 60/... 80 W-. 20 1200

2388

DISPLAY T
D  

(ax) 120S/sa.c 45 uec 11.25 13,500

tTC-F TTF 600/0.c 328 sec 82 49,200

ETC-S TTS 40/ec 332 uec 83 3,320

CONFIG TC 1.25/sec 528 Laec 132 165

IDLE TI  (sax) 40/see 256 usec 64 2.560

IETART T, 60/sec 196 Iec 49 1,960

lITy T
E  60/ec 172 Usec 43 1,720

72,825

Porte c Go
W "lty

Process Instruction Cycles/Second of on. Processor

Unshared Sackr.ound Took.

JIMPY and STAGS
(by eery processor) 2388 1.02

Shared background Tasks 7",425 29.01

Applicatione Idling Function 73,00. 29.0? I
ApplIicat ions :

Input codulIa per
4.8KB det: erress 26,030 9.62

Output edules per
6.80B data strean 15,250 6.12

Background tcaks viii not vary; 12 for every processor plus
S52 shared equally by all operating processors.

Applications tasks are proportional to the input or output
data trm.
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We can use these estimates to calculate the load required for the

current network. However, there are three I/O ports which do not match the

4.8 kilobaud standard. One is the input via the ARPANET from NORSAR (NAO)

which has a 2.4 kilobaud bandwidth but enters via a DMA rather than the BSLI,

as do the other inputs. Its load requirements are 7.4% of the processor. The

second is the 4.8 kilobaud line to PAFB which leaves via a BSLI rather than

a DMA, as do the other outputs. Its load requirements are estimated to be

10% of one processor. Finally, there is the 1.8 kilobaud special interface

to the QC display which acts like a BSLI output and requires 7% of one

processor. Using these special [/0 estimates together with the standard ones

we can approximate the total application and background load for the current

network as follows (Table 3.1b):

TABLE 3.1b

INPUTS 2 CApacity of I processor

AIX at 4.8 KR via ISLE 9.6%

PWY at 4.8 KB via BSLI 9.6%

Rol at 4.8 KB via BSLI 9.6%

AO at 2.4 KB via OKA from the ARPANET 7.4%

OUTPUTS

to NAO at 2.fKB vie DMA over the ARPANET 3.0%

to DPS at 16.8 KB via IA (6.1% * 16.8/4.8) 21.4%

to SIP at 2.4 KB via DRA over the ARPANET 3.0 %

to PAF at 4.8 KB via 8SLI 10 2

to Display CRT at 1.8 KB via special interface 7 %

Total Applications 80.6%

Shared overhead 58 2

Local overhead (1% per processor) 6 %

Total overhead 64 %

Total CCP 144.6%
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3.2 Testing for CCP Bandwidth

Me auuements show that the CCP wit shut down, when subjected to more
iput and 6ewe' ptoceAzou, at apptoximatety 50% oj the capacity o6 the
worLkng ptoceeou due to uezouAce contention conlictL.

We can use the CCP itself to measure its bandwidth. Since the CCP gives

positive indications via lights on the front panel whenever it shuts off the

data stream and restarts the STAGE system, we have only to increase the input

bandwidth, reduce the number of processors operating, or both, to arrive at

a condition where the input saturates the processors. We can incrementally

increase the input bandwidth by duplicating input data streams. We can

incrementally decrease the number of processors operating by powering down

one (for two processors) or two (for four processors) processor buses.

Hence, we can incrementally increase the load on the operating processors

and thereby gain a fair measure of the bandwidth limits of the CCP.

In the bandwidth tests on the CCP, we used from one to four 4.8 kilobaud

inputs. The first was that from the Alaskan sites, ALK; the second from

Wyoming, PWY; the third was the Alaskan input duplicated, and the fourth

was the National Seismic System, NSS input, N01. All 4.8KB inputs represent

equivalent loads to the CCP.

For outputs during the bandwidth tests we used only two. All inputs
were sent to the Detection Processor (DPS) or to both the DPS and the Seismic

Interface Processor (SIP) at the mass store. The SIP and DPS discarded the

excess data. No other special outputs to Patrick AFB or NORSAR were sent

during the tests.

The number of processors is easy to vary by pairs. To remove one pair

of processors requires nothing more than removing power to one processor bus
by a switch. To remove only one processor on a bus is somewhat more compli-

cated, requiring modification of a software control parameter.

Table 3.2 a shows the results of these bandwidth tests. The left column

indicates the number of inputs, outputs, and processors in the test. The
input bandwidth will be a multiple of 4.8 kilobaud lines as explained above.

The output bandwidth equals the input bandwidth for one output and is double

the input for two outputs. The IDLE count is a measure of the idle time in

the processors. If the IDLE count is high, the processors have a lot of free
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TABLE 3.2a

Input Output AppI i- Back- l.oad p.r
BW BW IDLE cat ion ground lo)t al pr ,,,r

I-0-P KB/sec KB/sec Count demand % demand 7. dtmand

1.1. 4.8 4.8 3539 15.7 58.0 /I.7 I.

1.2.6 4.8 9.6 3786 21.8 58.0 7. I79.M

2.1.6 9.6 9.6 3331 31.4 58.0 89.4 14.9

2.2.6 9.6 19.2 3358 43.6 58.0 101.6 if).9

3.1.6 14,4 14,4 3973 47.1 58.0 105.1 17.5

3.2.6 14.4 28.8 3530 65.4 58.0 123.4 20.6

4.2.6 19.2 38.4 2767 87.2 58.0 145.2 24.2

1.1.4 4.8 4.8 2095 15.7 58.0 73.7 18.4

1.2.4 4.8 9.6 1982 21.8 58.0 79.8 20.0

2.1.4 9.6 9.6 1545 31.4 58.0 89.4 22.4

2.2.4 9.6 19.2 1608 43.6 58.0 101.6 25.4

3.1.4 14.4 14.4 1936 47.1 58.0 105.1 26.1

3.2.4 14.4 28.8 1350 65.4 58.0 123.4 30.9

4.2.4 19.2 38.4 1210 87.2 58.0 145.2 36.3

1.1.2 4.8 4.8 244 15.7 58.0 73.7 36.7

1.2.2 4.8 9.6 188 21.8 58.0 79.8 39.9

2.1.2 9.6 9.6 153 31.4 58.0 89.4 44.7

2.2.2 9.6 19.2 140 43.6 58.0 101.6 50.8

3.1.2 14.4 14.4 - 47.1 58.0 105.1 52.5*

3.2.2 14.4 28.8 - 65.4 58.0 123.4 61.7*

4.2.2 19.2 38.4 87.2 58.0 145.2 72.6*

Iinputs P Ooutputs * Failed

CcP

6,4,or 2

1 to 4 4.8KB lines Processors 1 or 2 ... all input. to
I(I)PS) or 2(hoth DP" 'N IP

Bandwidth Tests on the CCP
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time each second. As the processors become more loaded the idle count de-
creases. When the processors are saturated with more work than they can

complete in a second, the STAGE system shuts the CCP down, flushes the data

memories, and restarts. In this case the IDLE count is never taken, and

there is no idle time for any of the processors.

The applications demand is the calculated bandwidth requirements for

the specified inputs, according to the analysis outlined in section 3.1. The

unit of demand is 100% of a single processor's capacity of 250,000 instruc-

tion cycles per second. The background demand is measured the same way and

is a constant 58% for all experiments. The last column indicates the pro-'1 portion of applications plus the background demand each operating processor
The experiments are listed in groups of operating processors. The

experiments with six processors are listed first, those with four processors

are second, and those with only two processors are last. Within each group

the experiments are listed in order of increasing demand.

The results show that the system never became saturated with at least
four processors operating. However, the IDLE counts for four processor

experiments were significantly less than those for the six-processor experi-
ments.

The system became saturated only on the last three experiments, with
two processors operating, and only after the load per processor exceeded 50.8
percent. Note that with a load of 50.8 percent the system continued to
function, but with an IDLE count of only 140 versus 3358 when six processors
were operating on the same input/output load. Thus, the experiments pinpoint
the saturation limit of the CCP within two percent of a single processor's
capacity.

The system shuts down when only two processors are operating, with each
processor loaded only slightly above 50 percent. However, both of these
processors are on the same bus. Even though most of their code is in their
own local memory, both use their common bus when they access their own local
memory. In addition, both use the same bus to access common memory. Hence,
when one of the two processors is working, the other is probably idle waiting
for a chance to use the bus.
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4 CCP OPERATIONAL. STATISTICS
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4.1 Operational History of the CCP

The CCP hab suffered over 8% downtime at SDAC, due laAgely to the
RSD envirwnment, ting in ftequent tevis6on6 of its functions.

This evaluation covers the 26-month period from April 1977 when the

CCP became operational through May 1979. The statistics for the CCP over

that period, summarized in Table 4.1, show that downtime averaged 8.39%

System crashes are CCP shutdowns due to hardware or software failures.

Problem studies are shutdowns by the maintenance or development staff to

study long-standing problems which may be causing only momentary loss of

data. One such software error caused a loss of 7 seconds of data before

each hour. Monthly downtimes are also listed in Table 4.1.

Operations will shut down the CCP to make a copy of the current

version of the application software and operating system on paper tape.

Normally, the current version of the software is kept on file at two com-
puters in California which are accessible via the ARPANET. If these com-

puters are unavailable for any reason when the CCP must be reloaded, it is

necessary to use the backup on paper tape.

System testing is a category including the development of new operat-

ing versions, such as when a new seismic site comes on-line, or other re-
vision of the system or applications software. Much of this downtime occurred

during the shake-down period in the early months of the CCP operation.

The non-operational software version may or may not be transmitting
data currently. Usually the CCP is being operated under a new version of

the operating system which is being evaluated prior to its approval.

If the system testing and non-operational software version categories

are removed as being part of the CCP development time, and not part of its

operational time, then the downtime was only 3.08%. If the operating environ-
ment were stable, several of these categories would be significantly reduced.
With the operating system unchanging, the operations staff would have no

need to shut the system down to copy a new version onto paper tape. System
development and testing of new versions would virtually disappear. Pre-

sumably, most of the bugs would be out of the system so that problem studies

and system crashes would be significantly decreased. Under such conditions

the major downtime would be for preventive maintenance, and all downtime

might total no more than 1.5%.
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4.2 Software Development and Maintenance History of the CCP

The on-going software devetopment o6 the CCP, in respone to changing

requirements, caused considerable downtime and tended to obscure a
cAeditable haAdwaie maintenance reco4d.

The CCP inputs and functions have been changed several times since it

was first installed at SDAC. Initially the inputs included LASA and ALPA

(long-period) data. Plans were also made for KSRS data which never came.

Since then, however, ALPA was shut down, and the Alaskan sites (ALK at

4.8 Kilobaud with both LP and SP data) took over as CCP input. LASA data

was discontinued and replaced with PWY. Later an additional channel was

added from Albuquerque (ALQ) via the PWY phone link. The connection

between the CCP and DPS was originally via the ARPANET. Later this was

changed to a direct interface at the SDAC avoiding the ARPANET. Changes

were made also in the PAFB line and the NORSAR link over the ARPANET.

Finally, the NSS data was added to the input stream. Not only did this

data stream represent another site, but it also brought data channels with

two new sampling rates which caused major revisions in the software.

All of these changes involved software revisions. Such revisions

require testing and debugging. Most of the downtime can be attributed to

this development and debugging environment rather than to hardware

difficulties with the CCP.

There have been some hardware failures throughout the past 26 months.

During that time only six integrated circuit chips were replaced. Troubles

from those chips included unexpected PID interrupts, bus hangups, bus power

failures, bad sync pulses--all of them intermittent. Another problem occurr-

*ing occasionally was dirty contacts. On processor cards the dirty contacts

show up as a processor which has difficulty loading, or which is shut down

occassionally and is attempted to be reloaded by the other processors

several times. There is a flaw in the gold alloy in these contacts, and a

task of preventive maintenance (PM) now is to periodically clean these

contacts with a pencil eraser. Note, however, that the CCP is designed to

continue to operate in spite of such hardware problems and in fact continued

to do so.
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We have noted two problems in design. The first concerns the extended

memory/input-output buses which both show an uncalled-for spike on the

signal-acknowledge line. The spikes, due to a feedback circuit employed on

the bus extender (BXR) cards to delay the signal-acknowledge pulse, occur at

a time when the system ignores them. They should -not appear at all. The

second concerns the bus coupler cards (BCP) which do not employ a deskew

map register for the real-address lines. Occasionally these registers are

read early and the wrong address is in the register. When this happens the

given processor will shut down.

In spite of being a multiple processor system the CCP must still be

taken off line for PM. The reason is that bus structure in the GCP is

not fully redundant so that all necessary resources for on-line operation

cannot be switched to their counterparts on other buses. This situation

will change in the future with the installation of the fully redundant

bus couplers. In addition the use of a CCP mock-up will permit running all

maintenance diagnostics and other tests on CCP cards off-line.

Other hardware problems can appear because the CCP is not completely

redundant. We have described the bandwidth limitation due to two processors

sharing a common bus (see Section 3.2). Other non-duplicated assets in the

CCP include:

1. Two time-of-day (T.O.D) clocks and 2 interfaces, but only one
clock is attached at any given time. Hence, if that T.O.D. is on
the 'E' bus and 'E' bus goes down, the CGP loses T.O.D.

2. DMA/HLC's to DPS and the IMP are connected to the 'E' bus. If
the 'E' bus goes down, these DMA outputs are lost.

3. The paper tape reader/punch and the auto load card are attached
to the Processor bus 32 and not duplicated elsewhere.

4. The memory and I/O buses are electrically connected via bus
extender cards so that these are only two rather than 4 such
buses. Hence, when I/O bus 14 is in use, memory bus 16 is also
tied up.

5. The CCP console and front panel (lights, et al) are connected to
Processor Bus 32 and not duplicated elsewhere.

6. The Tektronix display is connected to the Processor Bus 32 and
not duplicated elsewhere.
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4.3 Ease of CCP Programming and Maintenance

The Ptuxibu,, not being a commonly known, ma6-produced machine and
not having complete documentatZion, i.6 more difficut to program and to
maintain than other computer systems.

The Pluribus is not a mass-produced machine. Due to the intricate

hardware and software structure, and the lack of comprehensive documen-

tation, the CCP is difficult to program and maintain.

The multi-processor, multi-bus design of the Pluribus hardware

demands sophisticated maintenance personnel. Hardware problems frequently

manifest themselves in an indirect manner, requiring insight and experience

to locate and fix. BB&N offers an excellent maintenance course on the

Pluribus, and we recommend that any new team taking over the CCP main-

tenance attend the BB&N course. For senior maintenance personnel who

have been through this course, maintaining the CCP should not represent

an unusually difficult assignment.

Programming the CCP is not an easy task. First, the entire software

system, which is written in Pluribus assembler, is always treated as a

single program. As a result, the generally understood distinction between

an operating system and a program under its control does not hold for the

CCP. Its operating system, STAGE, is closely intertwined with the appli-

cations code, so much so that even a small mistake in the applications

code can bring the entire system down. Furthermore, when such bugs are in-

troduced into the system they are often difficult to find because of the

fault-tolerant design of the CCP software. Therefore, it is necessary

for the programming staff maintaining the CCP to have a good understanding

of how the entire system operates.

All editing of the source file and assembling is done at a remote

site via the ARPANET, thus requiring some working knowledge of the network

and the remote host computer. This arrangement necessitates the transfer

of very large listings over the ARPANET from the remote host to a local

host for printing.

These hurdles, taken separately, are not overly significant. Taken

together they represent a formidable source of frustration and even con-

fusion. Thus, senior systems programmers are the programming talent
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needed for software development and maintenance on the CCP. As in the

case of hardware maintenance, we also recommend the software staff be

given a one-week course on the Pluribus by BB&N if the CCP is to be

installed at a new organization or new programming personnel were to

acquire the CCP responsibility.

The multi-processor, multi-tasking nature of the CCP (Pluribus)

imposes the restriction that all logical tasks be concurrently re-entrant.

This restriction is actually an advantage. For like tasks the actual

logic module need only be coded once and only one physical copy need be

resident in the system with no requiremeut to ever refresh the module.

This advantage becomes evident in the case of adding a new data source

to the CCP. As long as transmission medium and data format of the new

source are the same as a currently defined source, only parameter blocks

and task PID values need be defined for the line interface and station

input modules. In the case where either the transmission medium or data

format of the new source station is different, new logic modules must

also be implemented. In addition to the line interface and station

input modules, a new station also requires that the following be defined

1) the station's channel names and channel attributes, 2) site and
data-type masks for use by the output modules, and 3) queue pointers for

both raw and processed data queues.

The total memory requirements for an ALK type station, including

message buffering through the system, comes to a total of approximately

3,500 bytes.

Table 4.3 lists each of the hardware changes and each of the software

steps required to add one ALK-type of station to the CCP.
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TABLE 4.3

Requirements To Add One ALK Type Station

1. Hardware

1.1 External to the CCP

- Lease Line (4.8 KB)
- Modem (2)

1.2 Interval to the CCP

- Serial Interface Card (BSLI) primary
- Serial Interface Card (BSLI) back-up

2. Softw.,re

2.1 System (1/O, Type, Config, etc.)

- Device Table Entries (10 tables) 24 Bytes **
- Device Test Routine
- Device Initialization Routine
- Device Driver Module Initialization Routine

2.2 System (Input Module, etc.)

- Input Module Initialization Routine
- Dispatch Table Entries For:

SLI Driver; BASPAR. BASE, BASHAP 6 Bytes *
Input Module; BASPAR. BASE, BASMAP 6 Bytes *

- Module Initialization Tables For:

SLI Driver; INIDIS, S2PBLK 4 Bytes **
Input Module; INIDIS, S2PBLK 4 Bytes 55

- Queue Pointer Entries For:

Raw Data Queue; QSTART, QEND, QLOCK 6 Bytes **
Processed Queue; QSTART, QEND, QLOCK 6 Bytes *5

- Actual Queue Space Used:

Raw Data Queue - I second of data 640 Bytes **
Processed data Queue - 2.5 seconds of data 1,600 Bytes *5

2.3 Application (Line Driver)

- BSLI Driver Module
- Parameter Block For Driver Module 38 Bytes CC

2.4 Application (Station Input Module)

- Input Module (Coaon Code)
- Input Module (Specific CeJe)
- Input Module (Status Code)
- Parameter Block For Input Module 202 fytes CC

2.5 Application (Station Channel ID's, etc)

- CHFO! I word/channel 52 Bytes *b
- CHSTAT 1 word/channel 52 Bytes CC
- C1RAT0 I byte/thannel with status
- CHRAT2 1 byte/channel with status
- CHRAT3 1 byte/channel with status
- CHIDI I word/channel 52 Bytes 55
- CHID2 I word/channql 52 Bytes 55

2.6 Application (Output Modiles)

- SELLST (Data Selection Liat) 2 Bytes '*
- Output Mesesage 'Queue' space 4- I Msg/sec) 748 Bytes 5ss

3. Total Memory Requirements

3.1 Static - 50 Bytes

3.2 Dynamic 3000 Bytes

3.3 Total 3500 Bytes

s 'Pre-allocsted' & static. t-rh oodule uses t 'slots'
so Allocated on variablo page, static
s Allocated on buffer pages, dynamic
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5 ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES FOR THE CCP FUNCTIONS
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5.1 The Three Types of CCP Architectures

TheAe are three bazic hardwae achitectu e avaitable for the
CCP: a zingte minicomputeA, a pair o6 minicomputev,, and a mutti-
processor/bu5 compWteA.

In this section our primary interest is in alternative hardware for

the communications functions of the CCP. In some of the alternatives the

hardware responsible for the communications functions can easily handle

such functions as recording or signal processing. In other architectures

these extra functions are difficult to accommodate. Still in this age of

distributed processors, whether a particular architecture can mix communi-

cations and other functions in the same computers is not a strong advantage,

especially when the seismic network requires multiple processors to handle

the load.

There are only three basic types of hardware architectures currently

available to handle the communications functions. The first, and simplest,

is a single minicomputer handling all inputs. The second, a logical exten-

sion of the first, is a pair of minicomputers running in parallel. The

third is the multi-processor, multibus architecture represented by the

Pluribus.

These three types of systems will be explained in more detail in the

following sections. They will also be compared to the Pluribus CCP in

reliability, bandwidth, expandability, ease of programming, ease of

maintenance, and costs.

a
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5.2 Single Computer Versus the Pluribus

The 6ingfe minicompute a,6 CCP iS a singte point-of-f6ailu'e 'ystem
and may be more difficult to expand, but it i6 cheaper and tes com-
plicated Vian the Ptuibus and can be backed up with a dupy-icate.

Since the seismic data exists in 16-bit formats, the 16-bit mini-

computer seems like the simplest choice for the CCP functions. Its role

would be to receive all seismic inputs from the modems and ARPANET, perform

the polycode and time-of-day checks, keep failure statistics on both of

these checks, reformat data as required by DPS, PAFB or other outputs,

drive the quality control display, and provide the operator with infor-

mation and control over all of these functions.

The single mini-computer architecture represents a single point-of-

failure system. However, there are ways of improving the probability of

its uptime. Since spares are needed for PM and development, these can

be placed on line together. If the primary system wenc down, data

acquisition would be switched to the backup system.

The most significant difference between the pluribus and single

minicomputers is that the Pluribus is a multibus, fault-tolerant com-

bination of minicomputers. Consequently, it should have a wider band-

width and be more reliable than a single minicomputer. In hardware

reliability the Pluribus should be more reliable than a single mini-

computer. Katsuki, et al (1978) report that early tests of the Pluribus

showed they exceeded 99.7 percent availability and, more recently, above

99.9 percent. BB&N expects these failure rates to improve as the machines

mature. By availability BB&N means operational uptime divided by

scheduled uptime excluding power and air conditioning failures.

Unfortunately, power and air conditioning failures plus preventive

maintenance and all the software development shutdowns, while not the fault

of the Pluribus hardware, nonetheless present a loss of seismic data. These

downtimes far exceed the hardware failures of both the Pluribus and a single

minicomputer CCP. Thus in such a system, whether the communications control

functions are performed by the Pluribus, which is unavailable 0.1 percent of the

time, or by a single minicomputer, which is unavailable 1.0 percent of the time,

is inconsequential.
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With regard to expandability and flexibility it is evident that the

general structure of the Pluribus is extremely modular. First, the busscs

are modular in that a variable number of units can be plugged into each

bus. Bus extender units permit busses to be lengthened to accommodate

more units. Furthermore, with a modular bus interconnection scheme via

separate bus couplers as opposed to a centralized "cross bar" switch, the

number of busses in a system can expand or contract to suit needs.

Theoretically one could incorporate dozens of processor and memory busses

and up to four I/O busses into a system. In most cases the expanding of

the hardware structure will require little, if any, change to the oper-

ating system. For example, to add two new processors would require the

hardware installation of the processor bus, the bus couplers, the processors

and their local memories. The software (for our CCP) would require changes

only in the few areas which are processor dependent and for a 'pure'

Pluribus software system no changes would be required.

Due to this expandability and flexibility in both the hardware and

software structures, the Pluribus is more adaptable to a wide range of

seismic inputs. For a network of seismic sites, each of which generates an

input volume of 4.8 kilobaud, and for an output bandwidth from SDAC of

double the input, the following table shows the number of SUE pro-

cessors needed in the Pluribus to adequately handle the traffic.

No. of Processors No. of seismic'sites
in the Pluribus at 4.8 KB/sec each

6 10

F 15

10 19

12 24

14 28

16 33

These estimates were made by the analysis given in Section 3.2. Moreover,

all of these expansions could be made with little or no change to the

applications software; only parameter modifications would be necessary.

For a single minicomputer system expansion would come in larger

increments. The initial minicomputer might have the bandwidth to
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two systems together, causing the switch-over to automatic or semi-auto-

matic (i.e. with operator help). Even at double the single minicomputer-CCP,

the cost of the dual system should still be somewhat less than that of the

Pluribus system.

All versions of the CCP, including the single minicomputer-CCP, have

expected up-times which are superior to the availability of the commercial

power supply as our experience at SDAC has demonstrated. If the superior

on-line (hardware) performance of the Pluribus or the dual minicomputer

systems are to be realized, then the commercial power must be backed

up by an emergency power supply. Furthermore, if the CCP takes on no

recording functions, then the recording computer and its temporary storage

(disk drives) must be connected to the emergency power supply also.

OTHER OUTPUTS 'ARCHIVE STORE

A(ARPANETR
PAFB, ETC.)

#1 #1STORE #1

TEMPORARY
STORE # 2

Figure 5.3 A block diagram of a dual minicomputer system for CCP
and recording functions.



5.4 Multiprocessor/multibus Architectures

PfuI(bu6 competatu4t, avai)labc 6om Tandem ComputcA6, Inc. and PRIME,
a Le mPLC 1n atchltecctw , uffer the name 6autt-tolerant opeAation, and
have a widet bandctdth by vi~tue o6 using 6ateA micompwteA6 than the
Pwut bus.

The Pluribus architecture is quite distinct from the single mini-

or parallel minicomputer architectures for CCP functions. As discussed in

the preceding chapters the Pluribus with its multiprocessor/multibus

architecture was chosen for the CCP originally because it provides a

solution to the problems of bandwidth, reliability, and system expandability.

A commercially available competitor to the Pluribus, built with a

similar multibus architecture, which is listed in the October 1978 edition

of the DataPro Reports on Minicomputers, is the rio manufactured by

Tandem Computers, Inc.

Tandem Computers began operations in 1974 with the objective of de-

veloping and marketing a line of minicomputer systems for applications

which depend heavily on the continuous availability of their computers.

Furthermore, these systems were to be modular so they could be readily

expanded without reprogramming. Tandem adhered to these objectives and in

1976 brought out their current line of Non-stop Systems. These fault-

tolerant systems represent Tandem's sole business activity. The Tandem

Non-stop Systems use multiple processors, multiple controllers, multiple

data paths between the system modules, and multiple power supplies in all

system configurations. This design provides both added reliability and

added capacity. The higher reliability comes from the multiplexed con-

figurations which offer a high probability that at least one processor

and one data path will always be operational. The higher capacity comes

from the system design employing the parallel paths and duplicate resources

to achieve a higher throughput.

Defective modules can be replaced without powering down the balance

of the system. Likewise additional computing power can be introduced via

more processors, more memory, or more peripherals without reprogramming or

other detrimental effects.

The storage units can include disks and tapes. The disk or tape

controllers are connected to dual channels and thus can be powered from

either of two processors. Thus extending the CCP functions to include re-

cording will be somewhat easier with the Tandem system than with the

Pluribus.
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The Tandem computers are faster than the Lockheed SUE computers. They

possess an add time of 0.5 p seconds as opposed to the SUE's 3.0 P seconds.

This bandwidth gain is a result of newer technology (1976 minicomputers

versus a 1972 model for the SUE). Presumably a new Pluribus could also

be supplied with faster minicomputers and provide equal bandwidth. The

Tandem systems are expandable from 2 to 16 processors.

There are over 250 Tandem systems in operation as of October 1978.

DataPro reports that users give the system good marks generally, and particu-

larly in maintenance service, technical support, ease of programming, and

manufacturer's software. Since these systems represent Tandem's only

business, these services might be expected to receive more attention than

they would from a firm with many different kinds of business.

Table 5.4 lists a set of hardware which matches that of the CCP at the

SDAC. The costs given are those listed by DataPro and do not include any

applications software or system integration into the seismic network.

Also extra peripherals, such as the CRT display for seismic data quality

control, are omitted. Except for the fact that the Tandem system uses

faster computers than the CCP (Pluribus) and thus is expected to have four

to six times the bandwidth, the performance of the two systems is expected to be

comparable. Likewise, the costs of the system hardware are comparable.

TABLE 5.4

6 - T16/1403 CPU's with 96K bytes (48K words) of $132K

O.5v sec memory @ $22K each

CCP memory 6* 8K words = 48K words local

+ 2* 32K words = 64K words vommon

= 122K words memory

2 - 74 K byte (32K word) parity core memory $ 16K

2 - T16/6603 Hard copy terminals, 30 cps, 132 $ 6.4K

columns, RS-232

2 - T16/6202 Byte service controller (4 synchronous $ 11.6K

communications lines)

2 - T16/7501 Terminal Patch Panels $ 1.6K

2 - T16/7104 Cabinets (for 4 CPU's each) $ 13.6K

I - T16/9202 FORTRAN $ 6.0K

Total $187.2K

A list of the major hardware components for a Tandem CCP which

matches the Pluribus CCP at SDAC.

6
Source: DataPr, Reports on Minicomputers, October 1978.
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Another system using a multiprocessor, multibus architecture is the

PRIME system. A block diagram is given in Figure 5.4. This system

is older than the Tandem but is not listed in DataPro Reports of October

1978. With computers and memories becoming cheaper and more capable, we

can anticipate more multiprocessor architectures in the future.

DIKDIEEXTEANAL EXTERNAL ETRA

DISK~E DRV IK I E DS RV DEVICE DEVICE DVC

JOIK 
0EXTERNAL 

AC 
ES NETWORK 

(

*RECONFIGURATION I/1 ICOTOLE
LOGIC CONTROLLER ] CONTROLE CDTDLR NRLER CONTROLLER

EACH INDICATED ___

LINE REPRESENTS...... - __ _________

16 TERMINAL __ __________ ___ ______

CONNECTIONS _____________________

I' T

Figt 4 A block diagram of the PRIME system.
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6 ALTERNATIVE FUNCTIONS FOR THE PLURIBUS
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6.1 Data Recording in the CCP

Atthough the PmLibu6 CCP has6 the wide bandwidth and the high teliabitity
requited foLr data %ecotding, it lacks a fite management 6sy6tem neces6say to
support disks and tapes, a shortcoming which woutd make the sofwtwae develop-
ment cos&t6 or)L recording exc".-ive.

To provide recording in the (SDAC) seismic network, a computer must have

a high bandwidth, both for recording and for retrieving the data. In recording

the data must flow first into temporary storage such as disks, and periodically

from temporary storage into archive storage such as tapes at the SDAC or the

mass store via the ARPANET. If the analysis system (NEP) also must access the

data while it is being held in temporary storage, the retrieval bandwidth

increases further. If the input stream from the seismic network were to

expand to 100 kilobits per second, a recording computer would require a band-

width of 3 to 4 times this amount to handle all storage and retrieval operations

in addition to the communications tasks.

In addition to the bandwidth requirements, the recording comput - and its

peripherals must be reliable as a system. The hardware and softwar, ,ust

have good recovery from device errors and tolerance of some downtime 3r

each peripheral device.

There are advantages to using the Pluribus in recording. It is already

performing the data acquisition (CCP) functions. It has both the Uigh band-

width and high reliability requirements. Furthermore, by adding memory and

processors the Pluribus can accommodate small to large expansions in the

input streai. Finally the use of the Pluribus would eliminate the cost of a

separate recording computer at the SDAC when the current recording computer

(IBM 360/40) is retired, a move that may be necessary if the input data stream

increases appreciably.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages to using the Pluribus as a

recording system. The chief disadvantage is the lack of a file management

system which would be necessary to support disks and tapes. Since the

Pluribus was intended as a communications processor, the designers never saw

the need of generating a file management system. The development costs of

the file management system plus the applications software for a seismic

network which may change configuration and inputs from time to time could be

excessive. In fact these software costs would probably exceed the cost of an
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6.2 Signal Processing in the CCP

The addition o6 signal pocesing to the CCP functions in the Plumbu
would be feaible since these functions would not equite the use of diks
o4 tapes, but consideing the difficulty o6 pogamming the Ptuibuz, the
RSD natue o6 the sei.6mic igna pocesing, and the tikely vaxi6ons in
the .6eimic netwok, such additions to the Ptuibus applications .owaa e
are not recommended.

Additional storage capacity and bandwidth would be needed to add signal

processing to the CCP functions in the Pluribus. Signal processing algo-

rithms must have access to the time series data. Although all data comes

through the Pluribus for the CCP functions, the signal processing algorithms

could require a much longer time window of the data held in memory than

that needed for the communications functions. Plans for signal processing

should not be restricted to recursive algorithms on single data channels.

Allowance must be made to include beamforming, spectral computations, and

phaseless filters if desired. All of these processes require more than a

single second block of short period seismic data. Hence, the memory require-

ments would exceed what the Pluribus currently possesses by several times.

Other requirements include a modular structure for the signal process-

ing software. Basic functions such as filtering, beaming, de-gainranging,

demultiplexing, and detection algorithms would be applied to channels from

every station in the seismic network. For R&D purposes, multiple detection

algorithms should be possible on the same channel(s).

Still another requirement is a means of announcing a detection. A

signal arrival queue (SAQ) would be formed in the CCP and passed onto the

recording computer along with the data. The analysis system (NEP) ultimately

would retrieve this SAQ from the recording computer as the analysis session

starts on that time block of data. If the detection list (SAQ) must be

displayed as signals are detected, then a console printout must be generated

either by the CCP or the recording computer.

The advantages of using the Pluribus for both the CCP functions and the

signal processing (detection functions) are bandwidth and reliability. The

bandwidth of the Pluribus is adequate to handle the extra processing functions

and the machine is modularly expandable in numbers of buses and processors to

accommodate the modular increases in the seismic network inputs.
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6.3 Local Network

While not etimina.tng the need 6o4 CCP functions, a local aAea
netoork could connect the SDAC computer responsible 6o,% data recording,
detection processin9, event ana ysis, data storage and retrieval, .sofita'e
devetopment, and seismi.c RSD whle stitt allowing 6o4 ea6y transfeAAing
o6 data, program6, computationat toads, and modutaA expanzion.

Whenever more than two computers in one facility are connected together

in some fashion, we can refer to the ensemble as a local network. In this

section we want to discuss whether all of the computers, present and future,

at the SDAC should be connected into a local network, and especially

into a network which utilizes the network protocols which have been inter-

nationally agreed upon as standards. Further, we want to discuss whether

the Pluribus or some other computer should be the hub of such a local

network at the SDAC.

Digital data will be transmitted by packet-switched networks almost

exclusively in the near future. Packet switching, pioneered by the

ARPANET (Roberts, 1978) has been used at SDAC for data links to NORSAR and

the mass store for several years. Commercial networks are available (e.g.

Tymnet, Telenet, Cybernet, Bell Canada) offering reliable services with the

overhead software transparent to the user. In 1976 the International

Telegraph and Telephone Consultive Committee (CCITT) approved standard

protocols (x.25) for interface host computers and data terminals. That

same year four packet carriers--Telenet in the USA, Bell Canada, and

the public packet-switching carriers in the United Kingdom and France--

adopted these same standards. IBM, DEC, Honeywell, Data General, and,

most other manufacturers of minicomputers or terminals are supporting

these standards, Any future expansion of the world-wide seismic network

could well utilize one or more of these commercial networks in its data

acquisition.

Because these packet-switching protocols have become standardized

and supported by the minicomputer and terminal manufacturers, there may

be advantages for a seismic network to extLnd packet-switching into its

central facility (the SDAC for the VELA network) by way of a local network.

Data could be passed from CCP to the DP, NEP, mass store, SDAC storage/

retrieval, scientific processing, and software development computers at

SDAC or on the ARPANET using network control software already developed.
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However, such a revision at SDAC must consider some differences

between long-haul networks and local area networks. A long-haul network

must be able to connect any node of many to any other, while the local

network has fewer expected connections among far fewer nodes. The long-

haul network must expect wide variations in traffic, while the local

network often can expect steadier and more deterministic traffic. The

long-haul network must charge for distance and usage so bandwidth is limited

and expensive; the local network installs its own links, so bandwidth is

abundant and cheap.

Netec. Node

Figure 6.3a Unconstrained topology. Each node receiving a message
must make a routing decision to forward the packet to its final destin-
ation.

As a result of these differences, local networks usually exist in

simpler topologies and use simpler protocols. Long-haul networks will

use unconstrained topologies such as that illustrated in Figure 6.3a.

The advantage of the general topology is that the communication links can

be based upon network traffic and thus optimize the use of costly trans-

mission media. This arrangement complicates protocols, since each node

must make a routing decision for each arriving packet. For a node to

blindly transmit all messages not for itself to every outgoing link would

multiply message traffic at each node and keep some messages propagating

forever.
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On the other hand, local networks frequently use one of three much

simpler topologies: the star, the ring, and the bus as shown in Figure 6.3b.

Even with these simpler structures protocols can become involved. For a

ring, one simple protocol would have all messages pass counterclockwise,

and each node submitting a message would be responsible for removing it from

the ring. The assumption is that the destination node has received it and

no formal acknowledgement is sent. This structure requires all nodes to

stay alive or the ring is broken. The simplest protocols occur in the

star since only the center node needs to make routing decisions. This

topology is ideal for a primary node, for instance a time-sharing scientific

computer, communicating with a number of secondary terminals. However, if

two of the nodes handle most of the traffic between them, then the reliable

operation of this dominant traffic hinges on the reliability of its central

hub in addition to the reliability of the two nodes.

For the SDAC, a feasible local network could be established using the

Tandem computer discussed in the previous section. The Tandem machine is

similar to the Pluribus in architecture and reliability. However, it has

-- cenrol node

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3b Examples of constrained topologies. (a) The star. (b) The I
ring. (c) The bus.
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some advantages which make it ideal for the central hub of a star local

network. It can act as a gateway between the local network and the long-

haul network for data acquisition and distribution (i.e. CCP functions).

It supports disks and tapes, so it can be a recording machine. Preventive

maintenance and development work can be done on part of the machine off-

line without disturbing its on-line functions. It supports FORTRAN and all

of the international standard (CCITT) protocols (X.25, X.28, X.29, and X.3)

adopted by the long-haul packet-switched networks. Hence, the software

development for an SDAC would be as simple as possible with today's

technology. The other SDAC machines responsible for detection (DPS),

analysis (NEP), storage and retrieval, scientific R&D, and software develop-

ment would be connected to it as off-line satellites or secondary nodes.

(See Figure 6.3b (a)).

A similar network could be arranged for the SDAC using the Pluribus.

In this case, the Pluribus would probably not be responsible for recording

but funnel all data to a minicomputer for that purpose. Two variations

are worth considering. In the first (Figure 6.4a), the topology would match

that of the Tandem local network with the recording computer as a secondary

node, but the only secondary node which is, or must be kept, on-line. The

Pluribus would be the data switch at the hub. In the second, (Figure 6.4b)

the topology would place the Pluribus as CCP (plus the Intelligent Line

Interfaces, ILI's, if any) and its recording computer as the only on-line spoke

of the star. The recording computer would be connected to another machine,

such as a small Tandem, at the hub. The hub and all other nodes (DPS, NEP,

scientific R&D, etc.) would be off-line. In each case the CCP functions do

not disappear with a local network, but must be retained as a gateway between

the long-haul networks used for data acquisition and distribution and the local

network used for seismic recording, analysis, and R&D.

We might speculate here on the potential seismic impact of these

computer network developments. As the world-wide seismic network expands

in numbers of sites, the seismic data volume arriving at SDAC, or some

other national data center, will increase. If the waveforms and analyses of

all recent events from key areas of the world are saved in a mass store,

together with historic events of known explosions and earthquakes, then the

traffic into and data edited out of the mass store will increase.
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How much data should be saved for each event, and how many events should

be saved on-line in a mass store is debatable. Even with minimum intervals

per event the seismic data traffic could exceed the capacity of the ARPANET.

If so, a new and probably larger mass store would be established at the

seismic data center (SDAC or other) some time in the future. More automated

procedures for editing, storing, and retrieving such data would demand a

local area network to provide easy access to the data bank from the computers

involved with data acquisition, analysis, and R&D. If computer terminals at

the SDAC are programmed to recall, sort, and analyze event bulletins and also to

recall, display, and compare recent event waveforms with those from historic

events, then the demand could arise in government agencies, universities, and

data centers in other countries for similar automated access to the seismic

data bank. Ultimately the mass store technology will improve so that 100% of

the seismic network data from several decades can be kept on-line (e.g. mass

15
store of 10 bits in 10 years or so). Then universities and data centers all

over the world will want automated access to the seismic data bank. The

way to most easily accommodate advances in computer technology of the

future may well be to establish a local area network at the SDAC based

upon the international standard (CCITT) for packet-switched data com-

munications.

More study will be required to assess the advantages of a local network

for the seismic system before a particular topology and system could be

recommended. Just how much software development would be required for the

Pluribus and for the Tandem local networks, or some other one, we cannot

say at this time. We do not know how such systems would affect the seismic

data base and its management system (DBMS).
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Tandem 16 System Introduction

The operating system automatically schedules application programs for execution according to an
application-assigned priority, provides memory management functions (automatic overlaying, swapping
to disc, etc.), and gives application programs the capability to start programs executing in any processor
module from any processor module.

0 FILE SYSTEM

As part of the operating system, the Tandem 16 File System provides a single interface between
programs and the outside world. The file system, which handles all data transfers, provides the capability
for any program running in the system to communicate with any other program running in the system as
well as any input/output device connected to the system; programmers need not be aware of the physical
location of the device/program. Up to 4,094 bytes can be transferred in one file system operation.

A minimum TANDEM 16 NonStopTM System:
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1 )ES( R 1lPTI( )N
Prime's communication subsystems offer high per-
formance and reliability when using Prime systems for
communications applications. The subsystem series
includes three hardware devices that operate as inter-
faces for Prime systems and peripherals in local and/or
remote locations.

The Asynchronous MIulti-Line Controller (AM LC
allows Prime system, to control multiple asynchronous
communication lines. Keys to its high performance are
microprogrammed architecture and Direct Memory
Queue i DMQ operation, which reduce overhead and
increase system throughput.

The Multiple Data Link Controller (MDLCI is a hard-
ware interface fr synchronous applications. It pro-
vides support for d variety of protocols for flexibility
in implementing communication networks. Among
them are IBM BISYNC. HDLC for X.25 packet
switching networks. CDC 200UT. and Univac 1004.

The PRIMENE'I'T Node Controller (PNC) is a com-
munication medium for locally connected networks.
Through a sophisticated distributed control design.
it assures reliable network operation.

S4
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DESCRIPTION,
The Prime 750 is the most powerful member of
Prime's new family of hardware- and software.
compatible systems. With marly features that fully
exploit its 32-bit architecture, the 750 offers speed.
low overhead, and flexibility in a wide range of compu-
tational timesharing and interactive data processing
applications.

Key contributors to the Prime 750's speed and low
overhead are a 16K-byte cache memory, instruction
prefetch unit, high-bandwidth burst mode I/O, and
interleaved main memory. In addition, a high-
performance floating-vpint unit provides instruction
execution speeds that rival systems costing much more.
This feature, along with a 32 million-byte virtual
address space for programs, makes the 750 a fast and
powerful tool in scientific and engineering applications.

For commercial applications, the Prime 750 offers
COBOL program execution speed exceeded by no
system short of a mainframe. Especially in environ-
ments requiring the flexibility to use other languages,
and add users and applications, the 750 outperforms
any system in its price range.
Programs written for any Prime system run without
modification on the 750. And since it is compatible with
all Prime peripherals, controllers, and I/O interfaces,
any Prime system can be upgraded to a 750 at a frac-
tion of the total system cost and with minimal conver-
sion effort.

FEATURES
- Embedded operating system, PRIMOS, for fast

access to all system resources, timesharing for up to
63 users, batch, and multi-tasking.

• 32 million-byte virtual address space per user.
- 16K-byte, 80 nanosecond cache memory.
- Instruction prefetch and decoding.
- High-bandwidth burst mode I/O.
- 32-bit memory with 64-bit interleaved memory data

transfers.
• Error-correcting MOS main memory expandable to

8 million bytes.
• High-performance floating-point arithmetic unit.
- Hardware-implemented business instruction set.
- High-speed, 32-bit integer arithmetic unit.
- 128, 32-bit hardware registers for system manage-

ment.
- Extensive parity checking throughout the processor

and for each microcode control word, and enhanced
error reporting.

• Hardware-implemented rings of protection for
system and user software security.

- Virtual control panel for remote hardware and soft-
ware troubleshooting.
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PRIME 750: MINICOMPUTER IDstfutIm Pfetch unitThe instruction prefetch unit improves central pro-

RESPONSIVENESS AND cessor performance by both prefetching and decoding
up to four instructions from cache memory. Because

SlAIN FRAXIE CAPABILITY it accesses cache independently of the central processor,

The Prime 750 integrates the proven attributes of the it prefetches, decodes, and forms the effective address
previous top-of-the-line system, the Prime 500, with in parallel with instruction execution. Therefore, when
many new features that optimize its 32-bit internal the processor's execution unit is ready for the next
architecture. The result is an exceptionally fast, respon- sequential instruction, the instruction is prepared for
sive computer system with mainframe functionality, execution in advance. This means the Prime 750
Yet, the Prime 750 is both affordable and totally com- spends more time executing and less in time-consum-
patible with its predecessors. ing administrative overhead.

At the heart of the 750's speed are a high-capacity Control logic in the instruction prefetch unit continu-

cache memory, instruction prefetch buffer, burst mode ously fetches data from cache to keep its buffer full.

1/0, interleaved main memory, and a high-performance In addition, the instruction prefetch unit can resolve

floating-point unit. Its efficient microcode structure most indirect addresses, further increasing instruction

ensures high-speed instruction execution. The number execution speed.
of microcode steps, as well as the time required for
each step in an instruction execution cycle, are signif- Memory
icantly lower than other systems. The 750, for example, L -

completes a 32-bit register memory add instruction inbut one machine cycle (micro-step).

The Prime's 750's mainframe-level capabilities are a Insbnuctyo(s ucmebe Data

derivative of PRIMOS, the uniform operating system Memry
for all Prime computers. With PRIMOS, the 750 can. . .
perform timesharing for up to 63 users, multi-tasking, ' .
and batch operations. Each user has a 32 million byte , Pm...
virtual address space and a variety of languages that ' Preletch Executio

simplify programming. Unit Udrs ua
L. - Effective Addres

H IGH PERFOR. IANCE, Figure 1: The instruction prefetch unit accesses cache mmory
SLOW OVER HEAD ,-h,. ld.2,.. , pr~litmzctoLONV NTR EADprefetch and decoding in parallel with execution.

Four facilities contribute to the Prime 750's speed and Burt Mode I/O
efficiency: a high-capacity cache memory, an instruction The Prime 750 uses an I/O mode that increases
prefetch unit, burst mode I/O, and interleaved main throughput and reduces central processor overhead.
memory. Called burst mode I/0, it provides an 8 million-byte-

Cache Memory per-second transfer rate over the interface between the
With a 16K-byte capacity, the Prime 750 cache processor and peripheral controllers. This high
memory dramatically reduces instruction execution bandwidth channel reduces the central processor's
times and processor overhead. This high-speed I/O load, and enhances the performance of high-speed

' I 80 nanosecond access) bipolar memory decreases the peripherals.
effective memory cycle time to near that of the pro- The Prime 750 supports direct-to-memory 1/0 opera-
cessor by storing the information that most likely will tions with four types of access modes: Direct Memory
be used next by the processor. Its high capacity pro- Access (DMA), Direct Memory Control (DMC), Direct
vides a 95 per cent hit rate on anticipated processor Memory Transfer (DMT), and Direct Memory Queue
requirements. (DMQ).

Bo0, the instruction prefetch unit and the central The 750 has 32DMA channels, controlled by high-
Drocessor's execution unit access cache memory. speed channel address registers, which support an
Cache is located on the central processor, rather than 8 million-byte-per-second transfer rate using burst
on main memory boards, thereby eliminating memory mode 1/0. High-speed peripherals such as disk sub-
bus delays in cache-to-processor transfers. Memory systems typically use these channels.
mapping and cache memory usage completely overlap, DMC channels, controlled by channel address words in
fu-ther reducing execution time and central processor the first 8K-bytes of virtual memory, offer up to 2048
administrative overhead, channels for medium-speed I/O transfers such as those

11-14
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in serial data communications. Their maximum In addition to 32-bit transfers and 64-bit interleaving,
transfer rate is 960K bytes per second. the 750 supports 16-bit transfers for I/O devices and
DMT handles channel programs for high-speed device controllers that use this format, as well as half-word
controllers, such as the controllers for moving-head instructions such as a 16-bit WRITE. This preserves
disks. Its maximum throughput rate is 2.5 mjljjn existing investments in peripheral equipment and
bytes per second. maintains total compatibility of programs.

In addition, DMQ channels provide circular queues for VIRTUAL MEMORY
handling communication devices. These queues
reduce operating svstem overhead by eliminating inter- NI A NAGE I ENT
rup! handling on a character-by-characterlbasis. The Prime 750's virtual memory management facili-

Interleaved Main Memory ties simplify program sharing and give users a power-
The Prime 750, like all other Prime systems, uses ful 32 million-byte virtual address space for programs.
MOS main memory exclusively. It can address up to This lets programmers write ia-ge programs that can
8 million bytes of ECC main memory, and reduces execute in both small and large main memory configura-
main memory access time to near that of the central tions with no need to define overlays or later modify
processor through the use of the 16K-byte cache programs to take advantage of additional memory.
memory. Memory management facilities provide each system
Because consecutive memory locations are on separate user with a private and shared system address space.
memory boards, interleaving can be used to speed-up Through segmentation and paging, this space is divided
sequential memory accesses and maximize the cache into 128K-byte segments, of which 256 segments (32
hit rate. In effect, interleaving pr,,vides high-speed million bytes) are available for each user, and the rest
transfers between memrory and the central processor for shared operating system software. By embedding
by allowing the processor to read or write four bytes at operating system functions in each virtual memory
a time. During burst mode [/0. interleaving provides space, all operating system functions are immediately
64-bit data trai sfers for optimum performance of available as if they were an integral part of a user's
high-speed diska and magnetic tape subsystems. program, dramatically reducing system overhead.

Ii
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE roces Exhag
A process exchange facility automatically transfers

Prime was the first company to put software first in the central processor's attention from one activity
the natural order of engineering. The Prime 750 is an (process) to another, with minimum overhead and
extension of that philosophy because its hardware is complete protection. It allocates resources to the
designed to complement system software. For example, highest priority process in a series of tasks awaiting
the 750's program environment, control and schedul- execution in a queue. It further handles the logistics of
ing facilities, and resource allocation mechanism processes ready for execution and those waiting for a
operate within the framework of the PRIMOS operat- specific event to occur. The process exchange facility
ing system. The result is a system that decreases includes firmware that automatically dispatches a task
the cost of computing and increases application for execution and reorders those remaining without
flexibilitv. software intervention.

Uniform System Software Register Sets
A single, uniform operating system, PRIMOS, lets The Prime 750 has 128, 32-bit hardware registers
all Prime systems perform multi-terminal, batch, and divided into four sections. One 32-register section
multi-task operations. Because PRIMOS is embedded handles firmware and operating system functions. The
in each user's virtual memory space, it ensures fast second section controls the processor's 32 high-speed
program access to operating system resources. It Direct Memory Access (DMA) channels. The remain-
support s re-entrant procedures, permitting a single ing two sections hold the machine states of active
copy of a software module, such as the text editor or processes. The process exchange facility manages
FORTRAN compiler, to be shared by many users, register assignment to processes dynamically and
PRIMOS further supports ANSI '74 COBOL, ANSI '77 automatically.
FORTRAN, BASIC, BASIC/VM, RPG II, PL/1,
Prime Macro Assembler, the source-level debugger, SYSTEM INTEGRITY
and the various levels of query facilities provided by
PRIME/POWER; DBMS, Prime's CODASYL-compat- The Prime 750 provides system integrity through
ible Database Management System; MIDAS, the comprehensive error detection and reporting mecha-
Multiple Index Data Access System; FORMS, the nisms. Microverification routines are invoked auto-
Forrms Management System; and a wide variety of matically when the system is initialized. These routines
application packages available from the Prime Users test the validity of the CPU logic and indicate the
Library Service (PULSE), from other users, and from cause of any malfunction via a diagnostic status word.
third party vendors. While the system is running, parity checking ensures

Stack Architecture data integrity throughout the processor's internal
Prime 750 programs operate in a multi-segment busses, registers, and other data paths. In addition,
environment including a stack segment that contains the 750 automatically checks the parity of each
all local variables; an instruction or procedure segment, microcode control word. Error-correcting code in real
and a linkage segment that contains statically allo- memory automatically detects and corrects all single-
cated variables and linkages to common data. Highly bit errors, making them totally transparent to the
efficient addressing modes provide access to stack users. All two-bit errors are reported as well.
and linkage variables. Hardware-implemented CALL The Prime 750 also includes a comprehensive, hard-
and RETURN instructions eliminate the overhead of ware-controlled memory protection system. A multi-
software stacK managerner,t routines. The 750's stack ring protection hierarchy allows programs to be
architecture optimizes the efficiency of operations assigned to any of several security levels. Thus,
such as parameter passing, subroutine and procedure multiple users can have full access to specified pro-
calls, arithmetic expression evaluation, and dynamic grams, while other programs and databases are p
allocation of temporary storage. protected against unauthorized access, and operating

system software is guarded against accidental user
intrusion.
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FAST, FLEXIBLE COBOL decimal arithmetic operations support packed
or unpacked signed numbers of up to 18 digits.

JLCOMPUTATION Operands differing in data type and/or scale factor are
The Prime 750 gives users the flexibility to e handled automatically during add, subtract, multiply,
a variety of arithmetic operations on three generic divide, and comparison operations. Business instruc-
data types: floating-point, decimal, and integer. Its tions also allow rounding on numeric operations, and
new floating-point unit provides execution speeds provide for binary-to-decimal and decimal-to-binary
comparable to much more expensive systems. With conversions.
the expanded business instruction set, the 750 offers Character operations can be applied to field sizes of

b very fast decimal arithmetic. It provides fast integer virtually any length. Justification, truncation, and
arithmetic with a 32-bit unit built to support system padding are automatic in move, compare, translate,
architecture. And its basic instruction setincludes many edit, and similar operations. Numeric and character
capabilities that are typically a part of the operating editing instructions let the user easily produce fields
system or are subroutines in other computers-for in ANSI '74 COBOL picture-like formats. For maxi-
example, queue handling, parameter passing, and mum efficiency, all business operations involve a
conditional branching. limited number of in-line instructions.
These microcode-implemented facilities are designed High-speed Integer Arithmetic Unit
to optimize PRIMOS, the compilers supported by All integer arithmetic and logical operations are per-
PRIMOS, and the system's 32-bit architecture. The formed in the processor's 32-bit arithmetic unit. By
result is speed and simplicity in accessing system using a 32-bit format, the Prime 750 significantly
resources, manipulating data, and program control. improves the execution times of integer arithmetic

Floating-point Arithmetic instructions. The design of the arithmetic unit also
With the Prime 750, users can expect floating-point permits efficient handling of complex formation, such
performance that exceeds much more expensive sys- as base-plus-displacement and indexing.
tems. Its double-precision throughput ranks among Standard Instruction Set
the highest in the industry. And in timeshared, multi- The standard instruction repertoire is a compatible
lingual environments, the Prime 750 far surpasses the superset of the machine instructions available with
floating-point performance of any system in its price previous Prime systems. Its addressing mode corn-
range. patibility allows user programs written for any multi-
A new floating-point unit that optimizes the 750's 32-bit user Prime system to run without modification on
architecture is the major contributor to this perfor- the 750.
mance. With a 32-bit path between the unit and central Over 300 instructions provide enhanced operating
processor, the unit can accept data at an extremely fast system communication, data handling, and cooperation
rate. Registers assigned to floating-point operations of processes. Highly flexible address formation
are integral to the unit itself. Its use of parallel logic techniques allow all instructions to use any of four
permits exponential and fractional calculation to be user-accessible base registers, up to seven index
done simultaneously, still another reason for its speed. registers, and 32-bit indirect words in any combina-
Separate parallel logic performs binary multiplication tion. Thus, all memory reference instructions can
four bits at a time, division three bits at a time, and access any datum in the entire virtual address space.
addition 48 bits at a time. The Prime 750 features instruction capabilities that
Business Instructions exploit the system's 32-bit memory and cache data

OThe Prime 750 provides high-level support for paths, and 32-bit internal architecture. Of its eight
ANSI '74 COBOL with comprehensive instructions 32-bit general purpose registers, seven can be used as
designed for decimal arithmetic, character field index registers. These registers also can be used in
manipulation, and editing operations. Compared with local storage for compiler optimization and as fixed-
even the impressive COBOL performance of the point and logical accumulators. There are two floating-
previous top-of-the-line Prime 500, it increases COBOL point registers, each 64 bits long, and two field
throughput by a factor of two. address and length registers used by character and

decimal instructions, also 64 bits long. Four other
32-bit registers include a procedure base, stack base.
link base, and auxiliary base register.
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PRIME 750-

MAXIMUM UPTIME DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ;
WITH EASY, REMOTE WITH PRIME SYSTEMS
DI AGNOSTICS The Prime 750,650, and 550 support distributed

The Prme 750 includes a sophisticaied Virtual processing with an array of software and hardware 04 '

communications products. PRIMENETmI. Prime's net-
Control Panel (VCP). It allows a diagnostic specialist working software, lets PrimecomDuters communicate
to remotely control any system. This provides users wk s
with fast, effective troubleshooting-whether the among themselves, with terminals, and with other

or manufacturers' systems over low-cost packet switch-
tasl, is identifying a hardware problem orinstalling ing networks. Users can interface Pi-me computers to
a new revision of the operating system. V'aneToterminals and communications lines with.

The system administrator permits remote access by multiple protocols and remote job entry options:
simply pushing a button. A second button provides IBM BISYNC for HASP and 2780;Higb-level Data
one of two modes of remote access: the remote ter- Link Control (HDLC) protocol for X.25 acket switch-
minal can be placed in monitor mode only, or be given ing networks; Control Data 200UTr Univac 1004; and
the capability to operate as if on-siw. ICL 7020. Prime's Distributed Processing Terminal

The VCP displays the state of the remote communica- Executive (DPTX) software conforms to protocols
tions link via two indicator lamps mounted on the used by IBM 3271/3277 Display' Systems. And Prime
cabinet. One lamp indicates that the administrator offers hardware controllers for both synchronous and
has given a remote user the ability to dial into the asynchronous communications.
system. And the second lamp indicates whether or
not a remote access is in progress. If this lamp is flash-
ing, the remote user ha been given the same control
as the system administrator.
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